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Introducing Solar SCADA software, an efficient and cost effective tool which continuously controls 

and monitors the solar plant, resulting in lower downtime as well as increasing plant’s 
profitability. Our SCADA software is developed on the strong and proven software platform which 
provides the flexibility to communicate with the field devices.

 

Low-cost solar SCADA with reliable performance is an important aspect in Solar Power Pl
is considered as the heart of Solar Power Plant. Sourayan Technologies Pvt Ltd is specialized in providing 
reliable, economical and customized solutions as per the customer's needs to meet the requirement of end 
users. 

 

Our SCADA software visuali
Meters, Weather Monitoring Data and string monitoring boxes including the associated detail 
information: 

 
1. Plant View illustrates the parameters from SMB, Inverter, transformer and LT panel. 

alarms of the Solar Power Plant.
2. In the static screen critical parameters are displayed as Energy Generation, PR and weather sensors 

data. 
3. The detailed information of devices is available in the form of Pop

 
 

Software visualizes the entire 
 

• Status of Invertors 
• Today's Generation (kWh) from every 
• Important Plant Parameters and data from weather monitoring system especially Pyranometer 

data. 
• Generation Trends 
• Provides all the detailed information from MFM meters, 

power and Import-Export energy.
• Analysis of Inverters: Energy Normalized, AC power, DC power, DC Voltage, Frequency, Total 

Generation, Cabinet temperature.
• Alarms from the devices like LT Panel, Transformers, HT Panel
• Mimic Diagram of the overall power plant with operations. 

displayed in the form of Pop
• Meteorological Parameters like Radiation, Ambient temperature, Wind speed, Wind Direction, 

and Rain fall.  
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Key Features:- 
 
1. Unified Development and Runtime Environment 
 
There is no need to setup development environment on any PC. You can configure your complete solution on 
deployment computer itself. What it means is your development time saves time while not only developing solution 
but also during integration, Test and support. 
 

2. Single Point Backup and Restore  
 
Single point backup and restore not only help you to keep backup of all the changes made in system, but it also 
means that your system can be replicated in minutes for your repeat orders 
 

3. Dynamic Layouts  
 
All t he GUI component locations can be arranged in fluid dynamic layouts by developer. What it means that he can 
create his own layouts to maximize workflow efficiency. 
 
4. Blazing Fast Performance 
 
Solar SCADA never compromises on performance. Its internal optimi
communications so that your get best performance. What this means that you will never face performance 
bottlenecks while scaling your solutions.
 

5. Ready for IOT and Industry4.0
  
With its FTP/HTTP Push feature you can upload the data to cloud or web server. 
 

6. Import from Design Documents
 
Why waste time in configuring those thousands of tags which are already defined in your excel files. 
software can directly import your tag configurations from spreadsheet files so your developer can focus on screen 
design and other values addition tasks 

 
7. Database Connectivity 
 
Support for virtually all databases is available through ODBC connectivity. You can co
databases like Oracle or Microsoft SQL or small file based databases like SQLite. The choice is yours.  
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8. JavaScript support for advanced scripting
 
Solar SCADA software fully integrates the JavaScript support. Scripting support is not 
calculations. It also supports full object 
Use of JavaScript instead of VBScript means you are using most popular scripting language hence getting expert 
developers is easier.  
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9. Export Data to Reports  
User define Report generation can export data in popular formats like 
the same format. 
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10. Alarm Management 
 
Alarm management is very easy to configure, creates its own alarm reports and shows visually identifica
changing background colors. 
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11. Rich Support for GUI  
 
Solar SCADA supports all the rich features that you may come across. May it be mimics or visually appealing 
graphs.  
 

 
 
Screenshot of Installed SCADA software
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